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My Heart is a divine fire to be known. Those who approach the Mother of God are transformed by
this redeeming fire that renews and exchanges old forms for new forms of Light. 

It is this fire of devotion and purity that allows new opportunities to be drawn to Earth for those
who would not deserve them.

It is the fire of My Grace that changes the state of an entire consciousness and furthermore this
divine fire reached by your Heavenly Mother pours out as redemptive Light on all seekers of peace. 

If you join the divine fire, you can be at the gates of the Aurora of My Heart, so that the ties are
released and thus the spirit redeemed by the divine fire of the maternal Heart re-emerges. 

It is this fire that promotes conversions and impossible rescues in consciousnesses committed by the
errors of humanity.

This fire transforms and modifies, from beginning to end, all that has been outside the Law, because
the divine fire of My Heart is an incomprehensible Law that acts beyond the spiritual consciousness
of each being. 

This fire gathers the souls in need of salvation and rescue.

It is through this divine fire that your Heavenly Mother can help you to illuminate the paths and not
to lose sight of the Purpose that has brought you here. 

Whoever lives in My fire does so through prayer which rekindles the inner sense of living the
experience of this life. 

Now that you know a part of the divine fire of My Heart, unite with the Soul of your Heavenly
Mother so that the Work may be completed.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who reignites you in the divine fire of Love,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


